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)1BSTRACT
Teaching compoSition as involving merely syntax and

paragraph structure has no clear relaticu tc an education in the
liberal arts or to significant growth in anderstamding..lork in
mechanics ,needs to he subordinated to the communicative and
logologioal, (how words act rather than their content) functions of
_language. One hopeful approach to teaching comEcsiticn is expressed-
blirKenneth Burke in HICGrammar of Motives011 where he calls- for
writers', to Work not only with-a grammar of syntax obut with .a
grammar of motives, Be ,gives the composition theorist a bay of
anchoring all levels of the writing -process in a dialectical process,
in which powers of manipulation become- powers of understanding. Bur_e
Its-, the -writing ef,NilliaM,JameS to.AlluStrate what lie means:
language-is a map of tke mind hecauseflanguage does not merely refer
to the World,,Jt.oreates one. In adopting a logologteaI attitude, the
Writer finds that language is .infused with action and there is a
dramatic interplay between thinker and ideaS: the thinker is exhorted
while ideas produce, enable', possess, admonish, and suspend. The kind
of verbal world that is alive to the drama:cf. ucrd'choice is much
more. open to :discovery, insight, and learring'-than is the world of
language as mechanics. ((J)
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m James Connection: Kenneth Burke,

-and the Dialectics pf.Disteurse

. Philip 1. Keith

t co 4Oosi ion'teachers have probably g

long time' ag on the _pe of developing an

"literary" style

for-the stylistic

"simple and direc

in their students, and have s

ven up a

ful" or

ttled' merely

ideal utilitarian transparency, the

Yet it may be worth while asking., if

axing students write 'onlY iii the utilitarian style is

,really the most efficient way of teaching them to write in

any style,.utilitarian otherwise. RhetoriciAns have long

know that-

art, the most difficult of all styles to master.. -This

major reason for the general failure

f most compoSition instruction 'to develop' effective writing,

skills in the college and profelsional population at large.

Relying mostly on the maxims of professional writers, maxims

that are simply polishing ,tools for the already articulated

tylistictran parencyAt he art that conceals

difficulty maybe

essay, composition teachers do little more than wish this

-style on-the student by telling him to avoid nOminalizatione,

abstraction and the passive. As A

b4-4.74, been an educational disaster.

pedagogical method, thid

The stlidehteally.heeds

to study the. workings. and
_ isvorkings of language

way.

Kenneth Burke seems to me to

-direction- when he takes as his essential concern in A

ore.

much more hopeful

2
This paper was written in connection wi
-Nention sponsored at the University o
or the Humaniiies_ .

h a summer seminar in rhetorical
Michigan by the National Endowment



Gram ' of Motives and elsew

embarrasSments_of expression

God certainly know

thatbut h what

reader and writer.

of his

syntaX

that -ther

medium 'Must, be
-

b-Ut_AiSO a grammar

not "half t

1s a multitude of'ways to 4.o

es'oan shift and bushwhack both
0,

4
Burke, the wr`iterwho is in control

orking not only with a gramme,

of _motives. The ramifications of

.-this notion.are complex, 2
but for

--en Ugh to observe that

r purposes it should be

$allOws 13U:eke to -refer not merely

toosyntactical operations, but to logical or dialectical

Operations anwelL3 Burke thus gives the.compositiOn

theorist a way of anchoring all levels of the writing.

-process7-- sco-ery0.writing-and,re

_dial ctical process in which power

powers of understanding. .13u

a possible base fOr

itingt.in a single broad

of manipulation become

thou provides, think,

more coherent theory f coMposition

than that which'under ies most of the texts in the field.

this essay,. I will attempt to elaborate can this opinion

by taking A look at Burke at work as a reach and discourse
...-

analyst, and then by applying the insights gained tc

outline a rough approach ta,teaching composition.

There is an import _nt,mome

arly thn first part.of A Grammar

the composition teacher-

Motives when-Burke

tikes on a iassage from a letter William James rote to his



he elder James disti

\

New ;1 -don't See, Nihat the word. " e t ea,nn Mean.
this arbitrarin4ss and magic be totally excluded, or
what there isto-justifp-its discrimihation from
pantheism.. Creation,, emanation, have at/all times
been opposed to4antheism, immanence;, and' it is evident
from the scorn with Which yoU'always mention.pantrieism
that you', too, place'a Vroad gulf between them .s The-
essence of the pantheistic conception, if I understand
.it, consists inWbere tleihg a necessary relation between'
Creator and creature, so that both are the same fact
viewed_ from opposite aides, and their r-dualitY as
Creator tnd creature becomes merged in a igher unity
as Being.- Consequently a conception real y opposed to
pantheism must necessarily refuse to admt any such
ratir as . this, --tor y such external. ratio,-- 0 to speak
between them; must ,deny that each term exists only by
virtue -of the'equation to'which it belongs; the
Creator. must be the all, and the act by which the
Creature is ,over him has its',motive=wi thin
the creative circumference.. The act must therefore
necessarily co Lain. an Arbitrary and Magical element

(
that is, if I attach the right meaning to those Words--
undetermined by Anything external to the agent. Of
course.it,is impossible to attempt to imagine _ 21ax
of creation, ut wherever froml-,lan absolute firs
second appears, there it must loP;and it Must be
,magiCal, for if in the second there be anything,
coequal or coeval .wits the first, it becomes pant

a bright and 1; rdh (led writing teacher were

specimen as the. core f a paper, he might well fail it.

-One can easily be
O

vviainned
by the oc abulary, but after one

gets over that, it becomes rather clear that young William

is playing a gime with-def'ini'tions.

isticl that is to pay, merely. anoth manafestation
,

of substance 'of, the Oreator,-then.it must have beeh
. .

pan

If a creation is not

ore ted krbitrar ly out-,of,, nothing, and that d str father
is magic! /The eache uld i.n all jli 01iho feel driver'



ial
,

exasperation to

.pdntheism and 'magi

thank you

seems to be givin _father a bit dot lip.

Burke, of curse, would give the passage

ask what the writer

it just the definition (I, can reacip.

but iif a "real sense.." Indeedi young Will

U
. The

last three sentenced sound likesomething from a Burkeian

lexico atiol equation, circumference, term, motiVei

magical, agent'and absolute" t before we decide to

-terminate Burke contract'as a teacher in our writing

pregrath on the, grounds that he merely wants hi

f,ted hi.m back his own jargon, we must at least

de--e page A Grammar of Motives in which he explores

of th implications of-the passage as a justification

Of his,at entien, and as a ju'stificatiOa of an act °nal

view composition.

hue, begins by admitting that

for infie lion' narratjve or exposition, it will appear

largely incomprehensible.

conclUsiOns depends on ntr ived definitions to put the

they passage is read

the ,validity of Jam e. '

matt ei

/
failing to justify his premises. Thus there i -no

for information to be exchanged. On tie other hand,, Burke

in logical terms, he cle ly-falls,into t1

in the. pas sage something even more important: a

_schart of terms," game, Xple ation of meanings that

tof profound imp tance in clarifying and valdati.ng the

terminology .one uses to eplor the idea of creation,



beginning Explorations of this sor 4ire very important,

fi

or they are the basis of the discuss on,process They are
.

the means whereby the student fills t arid 'verifies his

understanding of language-in general and spec_

particular. James's letter i.s importantmport . for the writing

'c terms in

teacher to confront because

kind of explorative-wr

process.

s a classic example of the

g that is the most important kind

writing-writing that exercises the learnin

-perspective.

back for a moment and take a historical

William Jates and Burke occupy a good deal of

common ground, particularly in the importance the subject

B

'begimnin :or both of them. As a Swedenborgian,

n*, James,-Sr. drew an Augustinian distinction betwee

ture and God, between' the divine and human ,arts and

sciences. On one:level, young William is doing a bit of

gentle;huhting here by showing how, rightly considered,

language
A
religious

mply doesn't support his f ther s-position, yet

'matter ere a persistent concern for William

throughout his career.- Pragmatism insisti on a-kind of

empirical terification for any truthnatural 1

and thUs s that a belief in the transcendental ground

theological truth, is ,mere tender-mindedness.- However,

empirical. val datIon:is not as constrained a. method as-



for the logical posi

6

Whereas the positivist ¶ould

ind a'dogma.meaningless simply-because the dogma lacks

empirical verificationj the pragmatist accepts the dogma as

meaningful if belief inthe dogma ,effects a change in ,a
personas life' S William is taunting his father, the

game he is playing is a veryeerious one that serves to

explore -the ways, what
t know depends on What-we can say,

and if I am right i.hearing iromy,in :the pasSag_ is

there as much for the blanee of mind in theson'ie for the

disarming of his father.

Burhe's stance is e,oimilar o Ja e herd. In

his discussion of he passage, Burke focuses particularly

on the idea of magic. e has to a.pprecate the irony of

Burke' discussing the causes of motiv

surely two of the most central subjects

terms of magic--which i ,probably tne most outre

and 1?ehavior--

f our ,time--in
e'allo

of course, that if magic i

the rules of phySiCal. Motion:-

understood as a suspension of

is false -- We- don't _really.

think that the magician really makes that p ge
1

er ace of

spades out of nothing. however, if magic is understood as

operating outside the rules

for. it invoives the interpre

by'intention, will, hope or

show at least in part as an,

_belief in the objectivity of

thus -concern-the relation 1/ geen attitude and event, and as,

ffer 3 broader basis for understanding an event than

f motion it is true and essenti

ation of motion as deermined
c-

"Nxpectation. We enjoy the ma

t that tease -our shared

appearances . Magic ,and ritual



is available td the

language i s a reap of the mind in ways it

1st. James and Burke':

the behaviorist, but es it 'should

teacher who is serious about -the arts of language...

mply cannot be

the _writing

Burke calls- hisapproach:"logological Logolog- 's.

concerned with ho

content." This._s

cras act; rather than with their
.

t of focus ha nteres ing-resu tsr as

can be best seen in another paragraph example. Nea

_end of his ter -page discussio of the. James passage, Burke

undertakes to seemin ly bizarrd (but-vholl -characteristic

exercise of tra.nsl

re.Abstract-terms..:

esis abitract a gument into even.

fe,are reasoning as follows: We, are saying that,
study,the nature of the term, act, one must select
prototype, or paradigm of action. This prototype
find in the cpnceAion of a perfect or-total act, such
as the act of "thirC-reation." examining this concept
we find that it is "eagic'," for it produces something
out Of nothing-o This enables us to equate magic with
novelty --anal leads -us to look for a. modicum of magic
in every act to the extent that the act possesses a
modicum of novelly, _This-consideration-alsoadinotishei
US--; however, to: make a distinction between "true" and
"false"-magic: "False" magic is a'quasincientific
ideal that would suspend the laws of mcition, as in the
attempt to coerce 4atural forces by purely ritualistic

,means. "True" made is an aspect not of motion hut,
Of action. And-if-Oa-motives propetIy-aSsignable_to,
scene, agent, agency and purpose are already Oven,
there could_ be.noyelty only if we could also({assign
motives unlex the heading of act itself. That is,
there would, be something new .intrinsic to the acts
and this noveltywould be the modicum of-motivation
assignable under the heading, of-act rather than under
the headinglof the four other terms' singly or in

There mist, in brief, be some ,respect
1,4 which the act-is a causa sui, a motive of itself.°

Any reader who is reading this paragraph .for information



would probaiy

4ire., After

recognizeable coat

0141g c, that magic

possesses a it

might

works

pas

Strong motive to throw i,t imto the

Lit through All the jargor the only

0
he could distill, is that erRation

-w-y act

c in it. The._ tough =minded enpi

noveltyandfinally.'that

fort, about,pickiag your teeth?

tie edioated textual Sob° ar of aurke's

ckly'despond by noting that suotiag the

t d the firsttwa sentences of the

Of c u

would

ge L,h

paragraph:

-oiat

But 141-14

trying to pr
.cannot be ad
arguelentl

The first sent

with ,the argunl

if he expects

argument he

in the previous

ing u

bsolut

Cisely is our point
n example that, we
the Literal fouhda

V

re,a

e

t a<r we-
e el J grant
n of an

()VW the average rea_er rufrustration a

m Burke's

is "creating" erne

capaity

The reader hug vasAe

a cohererit cOts!

the second effect. tells that

ve or empirical foundatiork, for the

g wrong. And then again, what does-
_

e word "literal" for-my alteviatiyes

_osit e",ee

ght in this way, Qurke

the logic

is not "re errang" tc

empirical?" By

"validity" i

-ply denies

1 s er-is e- of the

rid, it

of our
4

arigaage,

respond

extends an tests tie lira

ohisitication in the use

Burkeis,examination if be



Once the reader accepts golog c 1 tti

however, he shcinld find it

t and `eloquence- B4rkel

"surly easy to appreciate the

aslatio The language

'infused- with action; -,There is a dramatic interplay

thinker: and ideas: -tlhe.t:Ainker is exhortedhe Must sel

.equate, look., make and assign-- while the ideas produce,

enable,.possess admonish and suspend. This nsity off:
r-

rhetorical figurativen

words embody prayer and magic. William Ruecke

hanInerely play; the

right to place Burke in the yitical tradition

",stylists" as Emerson nd James, 7
for like them, Burke

leanly

deeply entranced 6y the -ntinoolianism

operations of ploguago,

rec anst the'world.

d elsewhere,"

and its capac

weverp_this

implicit:'in the

ty td create and'

not so much "a

Richard Poirier "what -nisi

phrase, ,but these worlds whose construction is the writer's

---and-student4e need and responsibility-. the question is no

whether-we live in the world of reality or- world of

whether.we.li(ve in our on world or have

in''on the world articulated by someone else.

rig

imagination, _

Merely hou

T a, there

here. verbal world that

choice is much more open

than is

1dgological

an even more important point to be made

so alive to the drama o f word

to diicovery2 insight and learning

erbal world ofA.anguage,:as,mechanios. The
kl

ter is engaged in the whole language.pro

rather than merely working syntactical and formal conve



Yhen we each merel

10

syntax and paragraph structure, we are

nlot, teaching writing, and since such simple topic's

entiially involve merely social conventions, they have

clear relation to An eduCation in the liberal arts Or

to significant growth in understanding. Tien the writing
p ,

teacher allows himself to'be beguiled.b- the apparent ease

teaching mechanics isel tion, .h fail- tb notice that

'be. undermines his own purposes and the,thOtivationof the

students. Work. in mechanics needs to be strongly subordinated

to the-communicative and logologiCal functions_ of language.

Thus, writing exercises that engage the thole language

process-exercises in 'such dialectical processes as trans-

lation and tran'sformation are a much .

-e important propaedeu

to training in the lianguage arts than are the drillbook

eIeroises in the formal conventions of grammar

rhetoric -that dominate, the hai dbooks

logic'and

inete nth and

ntieth century composition teaching.

What L am saying here May sound rather esoteric and
Pea

even bizarre t any present-day teachers of writing, but

my po n about the p opaedutic value of dialectical exercises

s nothing new as any student of Aristotle would know.
I

Cdr Aristotle, the study of rhetoric was4lot tied to gnammar
-4;

d mechanics SQ muchAas it Was. toAiale tic. Ilis emphasis

both the Rhetoric and the Topics (his discussien of

dialectic- -i.e., argument from probable and conventiOnal4

premises) is ondinven ion rather than n .formr and this

11



area or s

beep eas13..eg CZ)H10

he - ae the new rhetoricians have

`acrid 'over again , ha.s been grievously ignored
,

tzt_eb:ehtrig rh etori compositionomposition c la s.
Nenrle 'Lb; El3u.rk

r138 t
i s 'work-4

i1. b

pt, iTlt i a. nc -es 4a:*e

that Lea is of t d Arne icara thinking in rhetoric and composition
classical age but also from the

of dialectical thinking.

ta.e oiternporary writer on language °

e fnzIst deeply understood thit point, and

v.-Meg the, writing teacher with the most
.to an understanding. of .this basic..

v the provinciality of the thought

centime

Philip M. Keith
St. Cloud Sthte Univereity

0
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